ripheral airway narrowing commonly observed in individuals with asthma (12).
The paroxysmal cough response to LTC
in two subjects (7) is inexplicable in view
of the lack of cough in the five subjects
reported here.
When prostaglandin F2a was administered to normal subjects by means of an
aerosol delivery system similar to that
used in this study, a dose of 1200 p,g was
required to produce an 18 percent decrease in the forced expiratory volume in
the first second and symptoms of cough
and throat irritation; but no normal subject experienced wheezing or shortness
of breath (13). In contrast, each of our
five subjects experienced a 40 to 50
percent decrea,se in V30 and audible
wheezing after exposure to less than 20
,ug of LTC and were free of cough. Thus,
greater potency, a slow and prolonged
time-course of action, and a marked peripheral airway effect without signs of
upper airway irritation, distinguish LTC
from histamine and prostaglandin F2a
and are consistent with a role for LTC as
a major mediator of allergic airway constriction.
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Oculoparalytic Illusion: Visual-Field Dependent Spatial
Mislocalizations by Humans Partially Paralyzed with Curare
Abstract. In darkness, observers partially paralyzed with curare make large (> 20
degrees) gaze- and dosage-dependent errors in visually localizing eye-level-horizontal and median planes, in matching the location of a sound to a light, and in pointing
at a light. In illuminated, structured visualfields visual localization and pointing are
accurate but errors in auditory-to-visual mqtches remain. Defects in extraretinal eye
position information are responsible for all errors. The influence of extraretinal eye
position information on visual localization is suppressed by a structured visualfield
but is crucial both in darkness and for intersensory localization if visual capture is
prevented.
Shifts of the image at the back of the
eye are produced either by eye movements or by displacements of the visual

field of view. Although displacements of
the visual field are normally perceived to
be displacements, in the presence of eye
movements stationary visual fields continue to appear stationary. The observer's use of extraretinal eye position information (EEPI) (1) is somehow involved in the difference. Theoretical
treatments of EEPI have been unsuccessful in accounting either for the precision and accuracy of visual localization
generally or in predicting localization
errors (1). To further examine the influence of EEPI on spatial localization we
attempted to modify the normal quantitative relations between gaze direction and
EEPI (whether derived from motor commands directing gaze or proprioceptive
feedback from the orbit) by reversibly
weakening the extraocular muscles of
five adult male human observers through
systemic injection of d-tubocurarine (2).
This produced large errors in visual,
intersensory, and sensorimotor localizations with magnitudes that systematically depend on degree of muscular weakness, direction of ocular gaze with respect to the head, and most important,
the presence or absence of a structured
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visual field. We have called this the
oculoparalytic illusion (OPI) and de-,
scribe it below.
When the reclining, pfrtially paralyzed observer (Fig. ig) fixated a single
stationary visual target (3) at eye level in
normal illumination, the target appeared
to lie at eye level as it did to unparalyzed
subjects. However, as soon as all room
illumination was extinguished, the partially paralyzed observer (but not the unparalyzed observer) saw the fixation target slowly descend to a position near the
(invisible) floor. Normal illumination immediately restored the appearance of the
target to eye level again. This sequence
could be repeated as often as desired.
When the fixated light was vertically
positioned in darkness to a height which
the observer reported to be eye-levelhorizontal ("one-light experiment"), the
settings (4) were more than 0.6 m above
true horizontal-more than a 20° error at
the viewing distance of 1.83 m. When
the observer viewed from a position in
which his head-and-body were tilted forward the effect was reduced. In a position of still greater forward tilt the light
fixated at eye level appeared to ascend to
a position near the (invisible) ceiling
when room illumination was extinguished;
vertical settings of a fixated target to
SCIENCE, VOL. 216, 9 APRIL 1982

illumination or in darkness. (ii) When the
results from the one-light experiment
were transformed to the coordinates of
Fig. la they were indistinguishable from
those of the two-light experiment at the
same level of paralysis. (iii) The noillusion direction (NID)-the angle of the
eye in the head for which no drop or rise
of a fixated visual target was perceived
when illumination was extinguishedwas also the direction of gaze for which
the setting of the visual target to the
perceived eye-level-horizontal was most
accurate for both one- and two-light experiments. (iv) The NID was the same
for all head-and-body tilts. (v) Partially
paralyzed subjects pointed accurately to
the proprioceptive horizontal in darkness or with eyes closed; they also pointed accurately at the horizontal direction
when pointing toward a visual target
located at the physical eye-level-horizontal in normal room illumination (6),
but they pointed more than 200 downward (or upward) when pointing at a
visually fixated target viewed in dark-

appear at eye-level-horizontal were now
more than 0.6 m below true horizontalagain more than 200 error (5).
Subsequent experiments separated the
influence of the angle of the eye in the
head (angle a in Fig. ig) from the angular
relation of the head-and-body to gravity
(angle 1), and demonstrated that the
illusion was determined by a only. In
those experiments the observer set a
movable, peripherally viewed visual target (3) to the perceived eye-level-horizontal with a established by the vertical
position of a separate foveally fixated
visual target ("two-light experiment").
That only a and not 1 determined the
sign and magnitude of the illusion was
demonstrated as follows: (i) The error in
setting the second light to the perceived
eye-level-horizontal in darkness was linearly related to a (Fig. 1, a and d); this
relation did not change with different
settings of 13. These systematic errors
were not made by the partially paralyzed
observer in normal room illumination or
by the unparalyzed observer either in
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ness which was physically at eye level
but appeared to lie near the floor (or the
ceiling); pointing errors were less for
gaze directions at which visual errors
were smaller (7). Thus, we conclude that
although perception of the eye-level-horizontal must involve- information about
both angles a and 13, the paralyzing procedure only distorts EEPI about a (8).
Similar results were obtained when we
measured the influence of muscle weakening on visual spatial localization for
horizontal changes in gaze direction in a
two-light experiment. The subject set a
movable, peripherally viewed visual target to the position along a horizontal arc
that appeared to intersect the median
plane of his body while his horizontal
direction of gaze was fixed by the horizontal position of the foveally fixated
target. As with the perceived eye-levelhorizontal, neither paralyzed nor unparalyzed subjects made errors in setting
the visual target to the perceived median
plane when fixating at different eccentricities of gaze in normal illumination.
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above the physical horizontal by about for L.M. and for J.S.
While maintaining fixation on this first light the subject set a second
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Table 1. Dependence of localization errors of oculoparalytic illusion (OPI) on presence or absence of visual field for the partially paralyzed

observer.
Condition
of room
illumination

VisuaVisualy
perceived
median plane
setting

Total darkness

Gaze-dependent
errors

Structured visual
field

Accurate

*See (9)

Auditory-

to-visual

horizontal

setting

match of
localizations

Gaze-dependent
errors
Accurate

Gaze-dependent
errors
Gaze-dependent
errors

Naming
auditory
directions#

Pointing
Pointing to
a visual
to proprioceptivetarget
horizontal

Accurate

Accurate

Accurate

Accurate

Gaze-dependent
errors
Accuratet

tSee (6).

However, in total darkness partially paralyzed subjects (but not unparalyzed
subjects) made errors that increased linearly with horizontal eccentricity of gaze
(Fig. 1, b and, e). Increased rightward
deviation of the direction of fixation resulted in settings that were increasingly
to the left of the true median plane, and
vice versa. In contrast to the specification of the eye-level-horizontal by its
relation to the direction of gravity, the
median plane is defined only with respect to body-centered coordinates and
not with respect to an external direction
such as is defined by gravity. Thus there
can be no variable analagous to body tilt
involved in determination of the visually
perceived median plane, and the median
plane settings show in isolation the consequences for perception of the modification of EEPI produced by partial paralysis.
Auditory localization is not influenced
by systemic curare (8-10) and thus provides an undisturbed pointer with which
to measure the curare-induced disturbances in visual localization. The observers matched the horizontal location
of a sound to that of a fixated visual
target (4, 11). The systematic departure
of the matches of the partially paralyzed
observers from baseline measurements
without paralysis are shown in Fig. 1, e
and f, where the error in setting the light
to the sound is plotted against gaze eccentricity. These errors varied linearly
with eccentricity of gaze; when the measurements are recalculated as a deviation
from the NID, the eccentricity of the
loudspeaker exceeds the eccentricity of
the visual target to which it is matched.
For a given eccentricity of gaze, the
errors in matching sound and light were
roughly the same as the errors in setting
a visual target to the median plane. This
is consistent with the interpretation that
the entire systematic error in the auditory-to-visual match is a consequence of
a paralysis-induced change in localization of the visual target and that the
auditory localization of the loudspeaker
is itself unaffected.
200

risually

eye-level-

The auditory-to-visual matches were paralysis the EEPI signaling a given ecentirely unaffected by the presence or centricity of gaze has been scaled up by a
absence of illumination, a result marked- factor k from the unparalyzed state,
ly different from the measurements of where the slope of the function relating
the perceived eye-level-horizontal and error to gaze eccentricity is equal to
median planes (Table 1). This provided k - 1 and its value increases with level
the following paradox: In normal illumi- of paralysis (when k = 1, slope = O, and
nation the paralyzed observer correctly errors do not increase with eyeturn).
set a visual target to his median plane This is consistent with the existence of a
regardless of gaze eccentricity, suggest- linear relation between visual localizaing that visual localization is correct tion and extent of the intended eyeturn.
within the horizontal plane; yet in match- It is also consistent with our observaing the horizontal location of a sound to a tions (i) that the range of gaze directions
light he made large errors that depended over which subjects could turn their eyes
decreased with increase in level of paralon horizontal gaze direction. A coherent
explanation of the results-including the ysis, and (ii) that although the limits of
paradox-is provided by the following gaze eccentricity are increasingly reduced with increasing levels of paralysis,
three points.
1) The gaze-dependent mislocaliza- the subjects' impressions were that the
tions in darkness are a consequence of maximum effort exerted at these limits
curare-induced errors in EEPI as estab- was the same at all levels of paralysis.
3) We were able to use audition to
lished above. However, settings to the
median plane and to the eye-level-hori- uncover the presence of deficits in EEPI
zontal were both accurate in the pres- in normal illumination only because we
eliminated the influences on auditory loence of a visual field; thus we conclude
that EEPI is not involved in visual local- calization arising from the visual field
ization there (12). Assuming that a struc- which are normally very strong determitured, normally illuminated visual field nants of auditory localization. The elimination was effected by presenting the
suppresses EEPI (while providing the
basis itself for visual localization) ex- auditory stimulus on each trial from one
plains the elimination of visual mislocali- of 25 loudspeakers in an array that prozations by the illutminated field but fails vided no visual clues to indicate which
to explain the continued existence of loudspeaker emitted the sound (14).
The oculoparalytic illusion is consisterrors in matching locations of auditory
and visual targets in normal illumination. ent with either outflow or hybrid theory,
Interpretations based on errors in pro- -but not inflow theory because, although
cessing the auditory stimulus per se are curare affects the cholinergic mechanism
ruled out (8-10). The paradox is resolved for mediation of efferent control of musif EEPI itself is not suppressed, but cle spindles as well as for extrafusal
instead its utilization is suppressed by muscle, it does not directly affect sensothe visual field for only some classes of ry receptors or nerve fibers. Under total
extraocular muscle paralysis observers
perceptual judgments (13).
2) The slopes of the linear functions in three laboratories (15) have reported
relating the three kinds of localization no visually perceived changes, when
they attempted to turn their eyes, a reerrors (Fig. 1) to gaze eccentricity are
indistinguishable at a given level of pa- sult which appears to contradict outflow
ralysis. These slopes all increase in the theory. However, those observers only
viewed in well-illuminated visual fields,
same way with level of paralysis, supporting the conclusion that all three the condition that we have shown supkinds of errors are mediated by the same presses the influence of EEPI on visual
curare-induced deficits in EEPI. This localization. The present results show
also suggests that at a given level of that it will now be necessary to reexamSCIENCE, VOL. 216

ine the total paralysis situation in darkness as well as in well-illuminated visual
fields in order to decide on the source of
EEPI.
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Plant Phenols Utilized as Nutrients

by

a

Phytophagous Insect

Abstract. Phenols are commonly regarded as feeding deterrents for phytophagous
insects, but the tree locust Anacridium melanorhodon survives better and grows
faster when certain phenols are added to a food plant that is relatively low in both
protein and phenols. The phenols are at high concentration in the common host
plants. Much of the phenol retained by the insect becomes bound in the cuticle where
it probably stabilizes the protein.

Plant phenols are commonly regarded
as allelochemicals that are deterrent or
deleterious to phytophagous insects (1).
Tannic acid, however, has been shown
to improve growth of the tree locust
Anacridium melanorhodon (Walker) (2).
Since tannic acid is hydrolyzed in the gut
of locusts to gallic acid (3), the growth of
nymphs was examined by feeding lettuce
with and without the addition of gallic
acid or related phenols found in host

plants.
The lettuce leaves contained approximately 20 percent protein and 0.2 per-

cent phenols (dry weight) (4), and the
major phenols present were caffeic, pro-

tocatechuic, and gentisic acids. Phenols
were added by dipping lettuce in alcoholic solutions of protocatechuic acid, gallic
acid, ferulic acid, or caffeic acid. After
evaporation of the solvent, measured
quantities of leaf material with known
weights of added phenol were fed to
insects for the last two nymphal instars.
Addition of protocatechuic, gallic, or
caffeic acids significantly increased the
survival and growth rates above that of
the controls, whereas addition of ferulic
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